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C. The third letter of the English alphabet be very carefully insulated. The. only effective 
has no such interesting story to tell as was the material for this purpose is gutta-percha, which 
case with A. · In Egyptian picture-writing it was fortunately introduced into Europe by 
is represented by a drawing of. a throne, and William Montgomery soon after the invention of 
resembled U with a line across the top and a the telegraph, thus making submarine telegraphy 
small V upside down. There is just the sus- possible. An ocean cable ·must also be very 
picion of the letter in the Egyptian script, strong and durable: to withstand injuries from 
but it was not until the 14th century that the rocks, ships' anchors, and the attacks of great 
monks began to write it like we 1 N 51 0 E A cAB L E fish like the shark and swordfish. 
do to-day. In the Roman nota- Armour for Cables . 
tion C is the initial of the Latin The cable used to-day consist-, 
word centum, meaning· lOO. Thus of a core o~ seven or more copper 
C = lOO, CC= 200. Reversed, it- wires, insulated by gutta-percha 
st~nds for 500. and surrounded by several layers 
CABLES, SuBMARINE. If you <?f protective wrapping. This 
could visit the bed of the Atlantic wrapping is made of layers of 
between Europe and the United ju·te yarn saturated with a. bitu-
States, you would find a number minous compound, and a sheath 
of stout gutta-percha covered of small cables each composed 
cables lying in the slimy ooze of of several strands of very strong 
the ocean floor, stretching from steel ' 'vire. 
land to land. These are t.he sub- Cross_ section of a cable. This In the deep sea less protection is 
marine electric cables over which shows you how tl:ie small copper necessary, and the weight of the 
the Old World and the New still wires in the centre of the heavy cable runs from a ton to a ton and 

cable are protected. 
send their telegraphic messages a half a mile. In shallow water 
to each other, in spite of the growing use of the cable must be more· heavily a.rmoured to 
"wireless." They are the wonderful cordA that protect it from r Jcks and dragging anchors, so 
bind the modern nations into one group, so that the ·weight n1creases to 10 to 30 tons a mile. 
a business man One of the most 
in I.,ondon can difficult problems 
send his order to · whi6h faced the 
New York and early cable build-
get. a reply, some- ers was to make 
times within the the cable strong 
space of three enough to bear 
minutes. Here is another view of the cable with various layers cut away showing the this tremendous c bl r k h copper conductors over which the current is transmitted, the gutta-percha 

a es In t e insulation, the brass tape to prevent the teredo, or ship-worm, from boring weight as it WaS 
world together so in, and the jute yarn to serve as a bed for the galvanized iron wires which are being lowered 
that the remotest · wound round the cable to give it strength. sometimes more 
points of civilization are now in closer corn- than two miles to its bed; and time after time 
munication than were parts of the same they were baJlled by breaks in mid-ocean. 
country before the invention of the telegraph When a current is transmitted over 2,000 or 
and telephone. In all there are enough miles 3,000 miles of cable, much of the initial strength 
of submarine cables to girdle the globe thirteen of the current is exhausted by the resistance of 
times. the wire and the tendency of the gutta-percha 

Helped by the Juice of a Tree insulation to retain a part of the charge·. Hence 
Telegraphing under water is quite different it has been . necessary to devise wonderfully 

from telegraphing on land. For one th4tg, delicate instruments, which will respond to much 
water is a good conductor of electricity, and so feebler currents than those used on land sys
the wire carrying the current under water must terns. vViHiam Thomson, one of the greatest . 
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